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Chapterr 8 

Reinforcedd Random Walks 

Inn the orthodox random walk, the probability of traversing a specific street from 
aa specific intersection is always the same, unaffected by anything that has gone 
before.. In this chapter, we wil l study reinforced random walks, where the walk 
iss given a particular kind of feedback such that edges already traversed are either 
moree or less likely to be traversed in the future. In terms of the Drunkard's Walk 
example,, the drunkard vaguely recognizes streets he has walked before, and is 
eitherr more likely to traverse them (as he considers them safe) or less likely (as 
hee considers them boring), depending on the conditions of the reinforcement. 
Reinforcedd random walks were first, introduced by Diaconis and Coppersmith[22], 
andd generalized later by B. Davis[23] and Pemantle[29]. They were originally pre-
sentedd as an alternative to Polva's unil sas a simplified model of a self-organizing 
system,, i.e. a system whose basic parameters are very simple, and whose behavior 
'evolves""  to approach a (possibly random) limit . Such systems occur naturallv. 
forr instance in the formation of stalactiies and stalagmites. For another example, 
considerr a man who has just moved to a new city: if he does not know the shops, 
hee will start out by visiting shops at random, but after a while he wil l develop 
preferencess and habits. 

8.11 General Reinforced Random Walks 

Firstt we wil l compare reinforced walks with non-reinforced random walks, give 
analoguess of results and techniques from Chapter G. and show that under some 

11 sPólya'x urn is one of the simplest (and oldest) processes with reinforcement, fn this model, 
theree is an urn containing red and blue halls. At time f - 0, the urn eontains one red and 
onee ball, At each time f > 0. a ball is chosen uniformly from tiie contents of the uni, and is 
putt back into the urn along with another ball of the same color. Eggenberger and Pólva[30; 
showedd that the proportion of red balls converges almost surely, and that the limit is random 
withh uniform distribution on [0.11. 
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veryy general conditions reinforced random walks on trees are almost surely recur-
rent.. Then we will give a sufficient, condition for recurrence of reinforced random 
walkss on general graphs, which we will use in later sections. 
Inn a reinforced random walk, when an edge has been traversed we change the 
probabilityy that it will be traversed again, by increasing or decreasing the weight 
off  the edge. In general reinforced random walks, the new weight may depend 
onn many things, such as the edge in question, the number of times it has been 
traversedd before, the time of traversal and the pattern formed by edges traversed 
att previous times, etc. etc. B. Davis [23] defines the category of reinforced 
randomm walks of matrix type, where for each edge vu, the current weight of vu is 
determinedd solely by the number of times kt(ru) it. has been traversed up to then, 
andd is not influenced by anything that, has happened to any other edge. Note 
thatt in general walks of matrix type, the relationship between current weight and 
numberr of traversals may be different for each edge. In this chapter and the next 
wee concern ourselves with a specific subclass of walks of matrix type, where a 
sequencee (A-) teA is given which is the same for all edges, and the current weight 
off  an edge at any given time is determined by multiplying its original weight by 
ök,{vu)-ök,{vu)- A formal definition: 

8.1.1.. DEFINITION. Let {Sk)k£is be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers. 
Sett the weight of vu. at time t to 

wwtt{vu){vu) = Skl[vu)w(vu) (8.1) 

wheree k({vu) denotes the number of traversals of vu up to time t, i.e. 

kktt(vu)(vu) = #{f<t\vt>vt,+1 = vu} (8.2) 

AA  reinforced random walk on a graph G — (V. £\ w) with reinforcement sequence 
{o\)k-eis-{o\)k-eis- is a series of stochastic variables v0. vi € V such that for all t € 2V. 

ff WtjVtU) -r \ ( V , ) 

P(vP(vt+lt+l =u\?=u\?tt)) = \ «*<"> l t u e A l l ' > (8.3) 
[[  0 otherwise 

Recurrencee and transience are defined in the same manner as before. 

8.1.2.. REMARK. The random walks defined above are similar but not identical to 
B.. Davis' random walks of sequence type, where the current weight of an edge vu 
iss defined as wt{vu) = wQ{vu) + Skt{vu} for some non-descending sequence (êk)k€̂  
[23].. Davis gave many results for walks of this type on the linear lattice "E. most 
off  which also hold for the random walks defined above. We will concern ourselves 
mainlyy with more general classes of graphs. 

Theree are a number of differences between a reinforced and a non-reinforced 
randomm walk. For instance, a reinforced random walk is influenced by its history. 
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andd hence we might want to consider random walks with initial states in which 
somee edges are considered to have been traversed already. Another difference is 
thatt if the reinforcement increases sharply enough, the random walk might get 
"stuck'' on an edge: 

8.1.3.. THEOREM. Let G = (1'. E, w) be a weighted graph, and let (ójt)jteA' f>€ such 
that that 

«« i 
y^^ — converges. (8-4) 
it=oo d* 

ThenThen for any edge vu 6 E, and all random walks on G. there exists a to > 0 such 
that that 

P(\ft>P(\ft> tQ:vt e {v.u}) > 0 (8.5) 

Proof f 
Sincee G is connected, every point is reachable, and hence there exists a tQ e J\r 

suchh that with non-zero probability v is visited at time IQ. Assume that it has. 
Thenn the probability that from time t0 on. the random walk wil l keep traveling 
fromm v to (/ and back again, is 

111 ..., ./.. A (8 ' 6) 
1=00 a't-i}+i\ fjto+i) 

r=or=occ + 6kt0(vu)+M^) 

>> n e-c/lSkWlvu)) (8.8) 
k=kk=ktntn{ru) {ru) 

(8.9) ) 

>> 0 (8.10) 

wheree c is the total weight assigned at time t to edges other than vu that are 
incidentt with r or u. 

a a 
Thee converse implication, that if Y,kais <\ diverges, the random walk wil l almost 
surelyy not get 'stuck*, does not hold in general.19However, it does hold for non-
descendingg sequences, and for general sequences it is possible To come close, as 
thee following analogues of Lemmas 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 show: 

19Forr instance, if G is a tree with unit weights on which non-reinforced random walks are 
almostt surely recurrent, then it. can be shown that the reinforced random walk on G with 
reinforcementt sequence («SjJteA' = (1.2.1.4.1.8.1.16... .) starting from a vertex VQ almost 
surelyy eventually stays within {VQ} U -V(CO). 
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8.1.4.. LEMMA . Let G ~ (V*. E, w) be a weighted graph, and let (d\)*eA" be such 
that that 

Y^^ :—; — diverges. (8.11) 
p jmax(d0 .dii  dj) 

ThenThen a reinforced random, walk on G starting from any initial state will  almost, 
surelysurely visit infinitely many vertices, and 

P[thcP[thc walk is transient) + P(the walk is recurrent) — 1 (8.12) 

Proof f 
Thee first assertion follows from the second, since both transient and recurrent 
walkss visit infinitely many vertices. To prove the second assertion it suffices to 
showw that for all v. u € \' 

P(vP(v is visited infinitely often and u only finitely often) — 0 (8.13) 

Iff  we can show that the above holds for vertices JVU G V* with vu € E. then 
thee general result follows by induction on the distance do(v,u). So let v, u G V' 
withh vu € E. Fix t0 £ ^ and suppose that u has not been visited since time 
toto £ ^ '\ and at. some time t > t0 v is visited again for the fc-th time. Then wt{v) < 
w(v)w(v) max{(S0 . S2k}- and since vu has been traversed at most to times. wt{vu) > 
w(vu)m'm{6{)...w(vu)m'm{6{)... .,öt0}. Hence, the probability of not. immediately traversing vu 
inn this situation is at most 

11 - c /max^o . .. .J2k} < e-
c/ma*<* . *«> (8.14) 

wheree c — iv(vu) min{50. d j .. . ., Sto}/w(v). 
Therefore,, applying induction on A:, we have that for all k > 1. 

P(uP(u is not visited between /0 and the k + 1-th vî Stlöo) v) 
k k 

<< J[ e-<-/m a x(* o «a*-) (8,1(5) 
k'k'  = l 

==  e-t-££,=IU/max(<s0
 sw)) (8.17) 

Consequently y 

P(vP(v is visited infinitely often and u never after time tQ) 
<< e-

cEr=, (1/mM^ S2k)) ^g_1S) 

-- 0 (8.19) 

Summingg over all times t0 6 ZY gives the desired result. 
G G 
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8.1.5.. LEMMA. Let G — (WE. w) be a weighted graph. F C V a finite set of 
verticesvertices ofG, and c0 e V'. Let (ót)fcefv be such that equation (8.11) holds. Then 
forfor the reinforced random walk on G starting from, i'0, the following are equivalent: 

(i)(i)  The reinforced random walk on G starting from VQ is almost surely recurrent. 

(ii)(ii)  For any t0 € A \ and any history up to time /0- F will  be (re)visited at some 
timetime at or after time t0 almost surely. 

Proof f 
(i)(i)  => ) is trivial. If (ii)  holds, then by applying it repeatedly we find that the 
reinforcedd random walk on G starting from VQ wil l almost surely visit F infinitely 
often.. Then the random walk is almost surely not transient, and by the previous 
Lemma,, this implies it is almost surely recurrent. 

G G 

8.1.6.. REMARK. In condition (ü) of Lemma 8.1.5, conceptually we restart the 
walkk at time to- i.e. we look at a walk which starts at time to, with to traversals 
partt of a 'fixed' history up to time to (as opposed to starting at time 0 with a 
blankk initial state). If all such restarted walks can be shown to visit F almost 
surely.. Lemma 8.1.5 states that the original reinforced random walk is almost 
surelyy recurrent. 

8.1.7.. LEMMA. For random walks on weighted trees, the direction in which an 
edgeedge is traversed is the same at all odd-numbered traversals (and opposite to the 
directiondirection of traversal at all even-numbered traversals). This allows us to replace, 
forfor reinforced random walks on weighted trees, the condition of Lemmas 8.1.4 and 
8.1.58.1.5 by the condition that 

occ oc 

J^(l/SJ^(l/S22k)k) and £(l/<Ï2*+i ) both dwer9e- (8-20) 
A~00 k = Q 

Proof f 
Considerr a random walk on a weighted tree G — (W,E.iv). and assume that 
equationn (8.20) holds. In order to show that the conclusions of Lemmas 8.1.4 and 
8.1.55 hold, it suffices to show that for all vertices v.u 6 V with vu G E, 

P{vP{v is visited infinitely often and u only finitely often) = 0 (8-21) 

Soo let v G V*. and let u°. u1 , . .. .um be the neighbors of v in G. with u° being 
thee unique neighbor of v that is on a path between i- and VQ if v  ̂ i?0. Set, for 
// < m. k e A'. 

RRll
kk — Ó2k+iü'ii'it 1) if i — Ü and v ƒ r0. R\ — ̂ A-tWru') otherwise (8.22) 
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Thenn R\. is the weight of the edge vu1 if v is visited and the arc vu' has been 
traversedd (in that direction) k times before. 
Thee next part of the proof is based on a proof of H. Rubin concerning a generalized 
Pólyaa Urn problem [23]. Let Y£ be independent exponential random variables 
suchh that E(Y>) = l/R[..2G and put 

AA'' = 111 > i - A - ' > o l for i<  m (8.23) 
u-'=oo J 

n n 
Definee a sequence of edges vu' by making the k-th element of the sequence vu' 
iff  the A--th smallest element of AQ U - - - U Am is from .4,-. Now since by equation 
(8.2Ü) ) 

3CC 1 

forr all / < m. ^ —T- diverges. (8.24) 

wee have that almost surely 

. . 

forr all / < in. ^ Y{., diverges. (8.25) 
A--0 0 

andd hence almost surely vvl wil l appear infinitely often in the sequence for all 

'  5:  m-
Ass it turns out. this sequence has exactly the same probability distribution as the 
sequencee of edges traversed from v in the reinforced random walk. In other words, 
wee may decide that at visits to v we traverse successive arcs of the sequence, 
withoutt changing any probabilities. The proof of this relies on properties of 
exponentiall  random variables, and is straightforward but cumbersome. Interested 
readerss are referred to Rubin's proof [23]. We conclude that equation (8.21) holds. 

a a 

8.22 A Mart ingale for Reinforced Random Walks 
Noww let us consider recurrence for reinforced random walks. The proofs given 
inn Chapter 6 used the fact that, if a function h on the vertex-set of a weighted 
graphh G is harmonic, then in a non-reinforced random walk. h(i't) behaves like a 
martingale.. This does not in general hold for reinforced random walks. If h is a 
harmonicc function, then a vertex which has neighbors with higher /?-values wil l 
alsoo have neighbors with lower /i-values, but the probabilities of the corresponding 
edgess being traversed are not necessarily balanced, or even constant over time. 
Inn order to find an analogue of Lemma 6.2.6. we will need to compensate for the 
differencee in probabilities. 

20I.e.. the probabilit y distribution of Y£ is given by P(1'A.' > r) — e " '^ for all r £ ïïi 
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8.2.1.. LEMMA. Let G = (V.E. w) be a weighted graph, and let h :Y -> 1R be a 
harmonicharmonic [superharrnonic, subharmonicj function on a subset V' C V. Consider 
thethe reinforced random walk with reinforcement sequence (ó^k-e/v and define 

MMtt = Y, { V v v + i » (8.26) 
c=oo [ 0 otherwise 

forfor t £ F\\ where (as before) A f t (nï) denotes h(u)—h(v). Then M is a martingale 
[supermartingale.submart.ingalej. [supermartingale.submart.ingalej. 

Proof f 
Iff  (.7 e V - V'. then Mt+X = Mt. otherwise 

MMtt = [ > . <] Mt +  Y, w(r(u)Ah(vrtt) (8.27) 

== A/,+ £ ! ^ . ^ L M  (8.28) 
»e.v(i'())

 W i  ̂ huw) 

== A/ ,+ E P ( l ! ( + 1 = a | ^ ) x ^ (8-29) 

-- E(Mt+l  | ƒ",) (8.30) 

D D 
Ass an application of the above martingale, we wil l show that if non-reinforced 
randomm walks on a weighted tree are almost surely recurrent, then for reinforced 
randomm walks on that tree, a very weak condition on the reinforcement sequence 
sufficess to show recurrence. 

8.2.2.. T H E O R E M. Let G — (V.E.iu) be a weighted tree, with the property that 
non-reinforcednon-reinforced random walks on G are almost surely recurrent. Let (df,.)^  ̂ be a 
non-descendingnon-descending reinforcement sequence that satisfies the condition of Lemma 8.1.5 
(or(or that of Lemma 8.1.7). Furthermore, assume either that (4)tEA- is bounded, 
oror that <5A-+I > <S*  for some even k 6 iY . Then the reinforced random walk with 
reinforcementreinforcement sequence ((StU-eA' is almost surely recurrent. 

Proof f 
Considerr a reinforced random walk on G starting from some vertex r0 £ V'. By 
Lemmaa 8.1.5 (or Lemma 8.1.7). to show recurrence, it suffices to show for all 
ôo € iV . and any history up to time to. that VQ wil l be revisited almost surely at 

somee time at or after time to. So let f0 € F\. and fix the history up to time f0-
First,, we need a function h on \' that is superhannonic on V' - {t'o} . Since 
non-reinforcedd random walks on G are almost surely recurrent, such a function 
hh exists by Theorem 6.3.2. For r € JR. define the stopping time rr as the first 
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timee t > t0 at which v( — v0 or h(vt) > r. By Lemma 8.1.4. the random walk wil l 
almostt surely leave the finite set of vertices { r & V \ ft.(r) < r}. Hence rr < oc 
almostt surely. 

Next,, let Mt be the martingale of Lemma 8.2.1. For walks on weighted trees, 
thee direction of traversal of an edge is the same for all odd-numbered traversal*, 
andd opposite to the direction for all even-numbered traversal*. Furthermore, all 
odd-numberedd traversal*  are traversal*  going from the lower to higher ft.-value, 
forr otherwise it would be possible to construct an infinite sequence of vertices 
off  decreasing ft-value. which would contradict the fact that ft —>  oc if v —>  oo. 
Hence,, an edge vu which has been traversed k times at time t contributes 

jt-ii  f 1/Sj if.; is even and vu is not incident with v0 

l^ f t (^) ll  ' zL ï ® if J 's c v on a Rd vu 'IS incident with r0 (8.31) 
J=OO ( -l/6j \fj is odd 

too the value of the martingale. Now by the conditions on ( r ^ U e^ there exists a 
cc > 0 such that either l/<)\. > c for all A' £ ZY. or 1/Sk - l/Sk+\ >  (- for some even 
kk e ïs. We can use either property, together with the monotonicity of (<5fc)jtejv, 
too obtain the following lower bound on the above contribution: 

,, . , _ ^, / ƒ c. if k is odd ƒ \k/2]/Öi if vu is incident with r0 

l l OO if A" is even 1 0 otherwise 

Att any time t. the edges of G that have been traversed an odd number of times 
aree exactly the edges of the unique path in G between VQ and i>. Furthermore, 
betweenn times to and r. there wil l be no traversals of edges incident with vQ, 
exceptt for a possible traversal to vG at time r. Hence the martingale Mt satisfies 

MMtt>c{h(v>c{h(vtt)-h(v)-h(v00))-(/))-(/ (8.33) 

wheree c' — YluEx{vo-jAti(v0u)\ktfi()'Qa)/i2]/ö]. Now we can apply the Optional 
Stoppingg Times Theorem to obtain 

MMt0t0 > E{MTr) > (1 - P(vTT = v0))c(r - h(vQ)) - c' (8.34) 

Wee conclude that P(vTr = vQ) > 1 - (A/(o + c')/c(r - h(vQ)) for all r > h(vQ). and 
hencee VQ is almost surely revisited at some time after time t0. 

8.2.3.. REMARK. For the proof of the above theorem, we can weaken the condi-
tionss on the reinforcement sequence to the conditions of Lemma 8.1.7 and. for 

(8.32) ) 
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somee c > 0.21the inequality 

A - - 1 1 

^ ( - 1 ) 7 44 > 0 for k even . > c for k odd (8.35) 

8.33 Once-Reinforced Random Walks 

Inn this section we will consider the once-reinforced random walk, where the weight 
off  an edge only changes the fijnst time it is traversed, and afterwards remains 
constant.. For this walk, the martingale Mt defined in the previous section can 
bee expressed as h(vt) plus a certain (bounded) bias. If the expectation of the 
biass is small enough, we wil l be able to show recurrence in a similar manner as 
inn Chapter 6. 

8.3.1.. DEF IN IT ION. Let 6 > 0. The once-reinforced random walk with reinforce-
me.ntme.nt factor 6 is the reinforced random walk with reinforcement sequence 

((**)£ „„  = (1 .5 .d \M . . . .) (8.36) 

8.3.2.. DEF IN IT ION. Define the stochastic variables Et and ,4,. for t e A \ by 
setting g 

EEtt = {c,r ,+ 1 | s<t} (8.37) 

AAtt = {eft | vu € Et. vtt = csvs+\ for s = min{s '<f j iy*V+ i = vu}} (8.38) 

i.e.. E{ is an edge-set containing the edges that have been traversed up to time 
t.t. and ,4, is an arc-set obtained from Et by orienting each edge in the direction 
thatt it was first traversed, 

8.3.3.. L E M M A . In a once-reinforced random walk with reinforcement factor 6 > 
0.. let t0 € A', and let Mt be as in Lemma 8.2.1 for som.e function h : \'  JR 
whichwhich is (super/sub)harmonic on V C V. Then for t > r0. 

S(MS(Mtt - Mt0) = h(vt) - h(vt0) + (Ö-1) Y. A * ( ^ f8-39) 

asas long as \' - I ' ' has not been visited at any time between to and t (including t^ 
andand excluding t). 

2121 Regrettably, the constant c > 0 cannot be replaced by 0. We can find a counterexample 
onn the linear lattice graph G = [V.E.ic) with \' = \v" | n e A } . E - j c " r " + 1 | n e A"} 
andd irfc"!.'"* 1) = n + 1. Non-reinforced random walks on this graph are recurrent, but the 
reinforcedd random walk with reinforcement sequence (^)A^A " = (1.1. 2.2.3.3. . . .) starting in 
Coo is almost surely transient. 
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Proof f 
Att time t = t0. the equality holds. If an arc vtt is traversed that has been traversed 
before,, then \lt changes by Aft(vtt)/6. h(c() changes by Ah(vti). and .4; does not 
change,, so equality is preserved. If an arc vu is traversed that has not been 
traversedd before, then Mf changes by Aft(-r^). h(vt) changes by A/,(Fïï). and rti 
iss added to At. so equality is again preserved. 

a a 
Now.. in our proof of the recurrence of non-reinforced random walks, a key point 
wass that when we moved farther away from F. the value of the martingale in-
creasedd as well. Since the expectation of the martingale was bounded, this im-
pliedd that the probability of reaching a border decreased if we moved the bor-
derr further away. In order to use similar reasoning here, we will need the bias 
{${$ — 1)5Z-7T̂C - X t ^ ) to be positive in the long run. or at least not too negative. 

8.3.4.. LEMMA . Let G - (\'.E, w) be a weighted graph. Let h : V' -  ̂ I? be a 
functionfunction satisfying 

1.1. h is superharmonic everywhere except on a finite subset F C \ . 

2.2. h goes to infinity if v goes to infinity. 

ConsiderConsider the once-reinforced random, walk on G with reinforcement factor 6 start-
inging at some vertex CQ. Suppose that for some e > 0. the following holds for any 
timetime t(j arid any history up to time t0: 

ThereThere exists a c G JR such that for all r0 G IR we can find r > r'o with 

(( \ 
(ö-l)E (ö-l)E 

\v~tt£A\v~tt£ATT TT 

TTtl tl >>  - ( 1 -e)r -c (8.40) 
/ / 

(where(where the stopping time rr is the first, time at or after t0 that F is 
visitedvisited or h(vt) > r). 

ThenThen the once-reinforced random walk on. G with reinforcement factor S starting 
atat f'o is almost surely recurrent. 

Proof f 
Withoutt loss of generality we may assume that h > 0. Note that the reinforcement 
sequencee satisfies the condition of Lemmas 8.1.4 and 8.1.5. Therefore it suffices 
too show for all fo e A7, and any history up to time /0- that F will be revisited 
almostt surely at some time at or after time t0. So let to £ A', and fix the history 
upp to time tü. 
Lett A/f be the supermartingale of Lemma 8.2.1. and let r € JR. For any / < rr. 
thee set .4, - Alo is contained in the finite set {vti G V | v $ F A h(v) < r}. So 
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MMtt is bounded for t < rr. and furthermore rr < oc almost surely by Lemma 
8.1.4.. Hence we can apply the Optional Stopping Times Theorem to obtain 
E(SME(SMTrTr)) < SMto. which by Lemma 8.3.3 is equivalent to 

// \ 
E(h(vE(h(vtt)))) < h(v0) + (S - I) E A„(^)-{<5-l) E E M^)\ (8.41) 

rèe.4f00 \c^e.wr / 

Combiningg this with the formula E(h.(ut)) > (1 - P(vTr e F \ Jrt„))r.  we obtain 

P ( l V r 6 F | ^ 0 ) > l - ^ ^ - —— E M**)  + —E\ E **&) 
rr  r _» r ^ \rèe.4Tr r 

(8.421 1 
Byy assumption we can find c.r e 1R such that 

*-r>c*-r>c  + h(vD) + (6-l) E Ah(vt>) (8.43) 

andd (8.40) holds. Then 

P(vP(vrrrr eFeF | TlQ) > 1 - e/2 + - - t 1 - c ) r + c
 = (j-i  (8 > 4 4) 

rr r 

Soo there is at least a chance of e/2 of coming back to F at time t — rr. In the 
eventt that this does not happen, we repeat the entire process starting at time 
rr rr + 1, and each time we have a chance of e/2 of visiting F. It follows that the 
randomm walk wil l visit F almost surely. 

D D 
Nextt are some applications of this lemma. We wil l write the bias as the sum of 
'local'' biases in order to estimate it. The first application demonstrates how to 
usee absolute bounds on Ep^e, i A/,(-ni). to show recurrence for S close to 1. 

8.3.5.. T H E O R E M. Let n > 1, and let G — (V. E. w) be the square lattice graph 
onon Z x {1 n} or on Z x (Z/nZ). If 1 -  < 6 < 1 + -  ̂ (for n > 3), 

oror 1 — ̂  < 6 (for n = 1.2,/. then the once-reinforced random walk on G with 
reinforcementreinforcement factor 6 is almost surely recurrent n . 

Proof f 
Firstt assume that G is the square lattice graph on Z x {1 »} . With each 
vertexx c of G we can associate coordinates ,r,,. yv with xv 6 Z. yv e {1 n} . 
inn the obvious fashion. We may assume that the random walk starts at a point 
c00 with xV(i — 0. For our superharmonie function h we will use h(v) — \xv\, which 

22Recurrencee for 1 < 6 < I + -  ̂ was first proven by Sellke in [31]. using different methods. 
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-?? * 1  9 f-
uniraversedd edge 
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11 1 I 

traversedd edae 

columnn of 
horizontall  edges 

x=-44 x=-3 x=-2 x=-l x=0 x=l x=2 x=3 x=4 

Figuree 8.1: The square lattice graph on Z x {1 n}. 

iss easily seen to be harmonic everywhere except on the finite set F = {v € V 
,•.. = ()}. 
Withh this function ft, the only edges that contribute to the bias are horizontal 
edges.. For any c E iZ\ consider the column C\ of n horizontal edges connecting 
pointss v with .r,, = c to points u with .r„ = c + 1 . We need to estimate the number 
off edges of this column that, at first traversal, are traversed going from the lower 
too the higher ft-value. This number is obviously at most n, and unless the column 
hass not been traversed at all. it is at least 1 (since the random walk cannot reach 
thee side of the column with higher ft-values without crossing the column at least 
once).. Similarly, the number of edges that, at first traversal, are traversed going 
fromm the higher to the lower ft-value, is at least 0 and at most n — 1. So the 
contributionn of the column to the bias satisfies 

[6-1)[6-1) Y. &h(v&)> 
cfltAt.vueCc cfltAt.vueCc 

(<5 - l )max(0 ,n -2 )) if 6 > 1 
(l-5)n(l-5)n i f 5 < l 

== - ( l - c ) (8.45) ) 

wheree e = 1 - («5- l ) m a x ( 0 , n - 2) > 0 i f l < < 5 < l + l / m a x ( 0 , n - 2 ) and 

ff = 1 - il-S)n > 0 if 1 - \/n < ö < 1. 
Xoww for any t0 and any r > t0/e. if rr is the first time at or after t0 that F is 
visitedd or h(vt) > r, then the horizontal edges in ATr are all contained in the 
rr + t0 columns with x-coordinates between —/0 and r (in the case that xVtQ > U) 
orr between -r and t0 (in the case that xVt > 0). Summing all columns, we obtain 

-•-1)) J! A A ( t ^ ) > - ( l - e ) r - ( l - c ) t c 
F?t£AF?t£AT T 

(8.46) ) 

Hencee the conditions of Lemma 8.3.4 are satisfied, and the reinforced random 
walkk is almost surely recurrent. 
Thee proof for the square lattice graph on the cylinder Z x iZ/nZ) is identical. 

D D 

8.3.6.. REMARK. Of course, using the absolute bound on £{Aft(vè) | rfi  € .4 r r} 
iss a very unsophisticated method of obtaining a bound on the expected value of 
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w=l/4 4 

W= = 

< --

== 1/8 

== 1/8 

m m 

-•-. . 

Figuree 8.2: A I roe on which the once-reinforced random walk with 6 < 1/4 is not 
almostt surely recurrent. 

thee bias. In the above case, we could improve the bounds on the expected value of 
thee bias with a few simple probabilistic calculations, resulting in slight improve-
mentss to our bounds on 5. Tins does not yield any substantial improvements, 
unfortunately. . 

Inn the next chapter a proof will be given of recurrence for large values of 6. No 
prooff  is yet known for intermediale values of S. It is also not yet known whether 
thee once-reinforced random walk on the square lattice graph on Z2 is recurrent 
forr any reinforcement factor 6  ̂ 1. although a related marginal result is given at 
thee end of this chapter. The intuition, however, is that once-reinforced random 
walkss on I he square lattice graphs on -ZT~' and Z x {1 /;}  are recurrent for 
alll  6> 1. 
Forr reinforced random walks on weighted frees, recurrence can be proven for all 
SS > 1 (provided the tree is such that non-reinforced random walks are recurrent 
inn the first place). This follows already from Theorem 8.2.2. To prove recurrence 
forr all 6 > 1. in any graph on which non-reinforced random walks are recurrent, 
onee could use something like 

8.3.7.. PROPOSIT ION. For any edge vu that is 'far away' from all edges traversed 
soo far, if v is closer than u to the origin of the walk (in the sense that h(v) < 
h{u)).h{u)). then vu has at least as much chance of being traversed (the first time it is 
traversed)) from v to u as it has of being traversed (the first time it is traversed) 
fromm u to v. 

Thiss means, very loosely formulated, that closer vertices are visited earlier. Alas. 
soo far this proposition has neither been proved nor refuted. 

8.3.8.. EXAMPLE. For negative reinforcements, recurrence is not necessarily pre-
served.. There are examples of cases where the non-reinforced random walk on a 
graphh is recurrent, but for certain 6 < 1, the once-reinforced random walk with 
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Figuree 8.3: The graph of Theorem 8.3.9 

reinforcementt 5 is not. Figure 8.2 is such a ease: it can be shown that for S < 1/4. 
thee once-reinforced random walk on this tree is not almost surely recurrent. 

Nextt is an application of Lemma 8.3.4 that uses probabilistic methods rather 
thann an absolute bound. Note that we actually use the generalization of Lemma 
8.3.44 to graphs with parallel edges, rather than the lemma as written. As stated 
inn Remark 6.1.1. we wil l simply postulate this generalization and proceed. 

8.3.9.. T H E O R E M. Let G = (V. E. w) be a weighted graph, with vertices V = {v% \ 
// € Z) and for any n, a finite non-zero number of parallel edges between the 
verticesvertices vn and vn+:. If the non-reinforced random walk on G is almost surely 
recurrent,recurrent, then the reinforced random walk on G is almost surely recurrent for 
anyany reinforcement factor 5 > 0. 

Proof f 
Iff  the non-reinforced random walk on G is almost surely recurrent, then by The-
oremm 6.3.2 there exists a function h : V —> M such that h is superharmonic 
onn V - {c0} and h(vn) —> oo if n —>  oc or n —>  —oo. It is easily seen that 
h(vh(vnn)) > h(vm) if n > m > 0 or n < m < 0. 
Noww for n £ Z, let G" = (Vn.E".w") be the subgraph induced by {vn,vn+1} 
(i.e.. 1'" = { c " . r " + 1} . En is the set of edges between v" and vn+1, and wn = 
w\E")-w\E")- Although events outside Gn may effect whether and when an edge of G" is 
traversed,, which edge of G" is traversed is only dependent on the relative current 
weightss of the edges of Gn. So we can estimate the expected contribution to the 
biass of each set En separately, and take the sum to arrive at an estimate for the 
totall  expected bias. The possibility that at some point the walk in G will no 
longerr return tot. G'„  can be simulated by a stopping time for the walk in Gn. 
Soo fix n € ZZ and consider the reinforced random walk on the finite graph G". 
startingg in r" if n > 0. and in c"+1 otherwise. Note that in both cases the random 
walkk will start at the vertex with the lower ft-value and then alternate between 
thee two vertices. Set c = \h(vn+l)-h{vn)\. If for G" we define A't' and £," as 
usual,, we have for any / € A ' 

wheree w(X) denotes Y,eex w(e). This implies that for any stopping time r 
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Forr all f. u'(E,n) < w{E?+l) < w{En). and hence 

w(Ew(Enn)-uiE?))-uiE?)  ̂ w(En)-ic(E?+1) 

w(E»)w(E») + (5-l)w(E?) ~ uiE") + (6-l)w(E?+l) 

Wee conclude that for any stopping time r. 

(8.49) ) 

0<E\0<E\ £ > f t ( a) < c (8.50) 

Noww let us return to the random walk on G. Fix r0 e ZV and the history up to 
timee f0. Then all the vertices that have been visited up to time r0 have indices 
betweenn —tG and f0. Furthermore, all the vertices that can be visited after time 
ttQQ are on the same side of v° until the first visit to r°; without loss of generality 
wee may assume that this is the side of the vertices with positive indices. If we 
transferr the results we obtained for the walks on the graphs Gn to the random 
walkk on the graph G. and take the sum of the inequalities over all edge-sets E" 
withh n > t0. then we obtain 

c'c' <E\ £ Ah{3) rr tütü <E(m&x{h(vt) \t<r})-h(v t°)+c/ (8.51) 

wheree r is any stopping time such that the walk does not leave the set of vertices 
withh positive indices, and c' = ££r.l ,0(#Ew)|/ i( i> n+1) - h(vn)\. 
Thiss implies the condition of (the generalization of) Lemma 8.3.4 for all Ö > 0. 

D D 
Thee third application of Lemma 8.3.4 yields an (admittedly rather marginal) re-
sultt for a valiant once-reinforced random walk on the square lattice graph with 
unitt weights on ^ . In this variant once-reinforced random walk, the reinforce-
mentt factor is not constant, but is allowed to be different for each edge. It is not 
difficul tt to modify Definition 8.1.1 to allow this type of once-reinforced random 
walks,, although we will encounter some hidden complications in modifying some 
off  the Lemmas given in this chapter. 

8.3.10.. T H E O R E M. Consider the variant once-reinforced random, walk on the 
squaresquare lattice graph G with unit weights on %2, where the reinforcement fac-
tortor is not constant but is, for each edge, reciprocal to the Euclidean distance of 
thethe edge from the origin (0.0). i.e. for some C > 0. 

, / ,, s _ ƒ 1 if vu has not yet been traversed 
\\ 1 + C/(max(|( j>. y,,)!. \(xu. yu)\)) if cu has been traversed 

(8.52) ) 
ThisThis random walk is recurrent for C < \/(2\/2TT). 
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Proof f 
Firstt we need to find analogues of Lemmas 8.2.1 and 8.3.3 for variant walks of 
thiss type. Unfortunately, the lack of a constant reinforcement factor 6 makes it 
difficul tt to even formulate an analogue of Lemma 8.3.3. let alone prove it. This 
iss not surprising: essential to the concept of Lemma 8.3.3 is that as long as the 
walkk only traverses edges that have been traversed before, the change in the value 
off  the martingale is reflected in the change of the current value of /?(/'/). This no 
longerr holds if we use the definition of Lemma 8.2.1 and the reinforcement factor 
iss not constant. 
However,, there is a solution to this dilemma: we can modify both the nominal 
weightt of the edges and the initial reinforcement factors (the multipliers that are 
appliedd to edges that have not been traversed before), in such a way that the 
reinforcementt factors that are applied to traversed edges become constant. I.e. 
withoutt changing the actual walk, we consider it to be on the square lattice graph 
G'G' on W,1 with weights 

LV'{CU)LV'{CU) = 1 + C/(n iax( |U,. ,t/,)|. |(j-u. y„)j) ) for ru e E (8.53) 

andd for each edge vn. £ E -A reinforcement sequence 

11 +C/(max( | ( jv ! / , . ) |. | U V S M | )) 

Inn the actual walk, this yields the same weights as before. Of course, this means 
thatt we need to select /; to be a function with the right properties on G' rather 
thann on G. Fortunately, the weight of an edge of G' is never more than twice the 
weightt of the corresponding edge of G. so by by Theorem 6.3.8 non-reinforced 
randomm walks are as recurrent on G' as they are on G. Hence a function h with 
thee necessary properties exists. As it turns out. the function 

ff  log(l/12) if (.r.y) = (0.0) 
h(x.y)h(x.y) = I log(l/4) if (x.y) = ) or (.r.y) = ) (8.55) 

[[  log(.r2 + y~ — 1) otherwise 

whichh we used in Example 6.3.3 for G. also works for G'. 
Xoww we can obtain, in sequence, analogues of Lemmas 8.2.1. 8.3.3 and 8.3.4. 
Thee proofs of the following statements is straightforward and quite similar to the 
proofss of the original lemmas, and therefore wil l be omitted. First, the stochastic 
process s 

M,M, = Y, { V v v + i ) ( r ' " v - i > (8.56) 
/'_oo [ 0 otherwise 

iss an martingale. Next, for t > tQ > 0 the equation 

SI,SI, - Mh = h(vt) - h(r,J + Y. (TJ—, - l W ^ ) ( 8-5 7> 
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holds,, as long as V ' - T ' has not been visited at any time between t0 and t. Finally, 
inn order to show recurrence, it suffices to show that for some e > 0. for any time 
l 0.. and for any history up to time fü. 

Theree exists a c e IR such that for all ru e JR we can find r > r0 with 

/ / 

\.JL\.JL W" 1 
i i 

i)^h(^) i)^h(^) ?t?tQQ > - ( l - f ) r - c (8.58) 

wheree the stopping time rr is the first time at or after /0 that (0.0) is 
visitedd or h(vt) > /•. 

Soo now the only tiling left to do are a few calculations in the manner of Theorem 
8.3.5.. First note that for an edge va G E with 1 < \{r r. y,.)\ < j(..r„...y«)|-

1 1 

d'u(ru) ) 
11 A„(nï ' == c , i o g f ^ + y ; - i ) - M ^ + i / ; - i ) _9 

<< c 
...2...2 i „2 '2 „ 2 

(j?? + l/?-l) |(j l . .J, l .) 
ff 8.60) 

Noww for most v e V'. there are two vertices u € N{v) with |(J-U, y„)| > |(J-,M f/t,}|, 
and d 

EE 4 + y " - ^ - . ^ 2 < 2 |x , |+2 | ( / , |+2 < 2v/2|(,r r ,y,) | + 2 (8.61) 
«e ,V( l ' ) . |UB .»») l>IUr. t fr) l l 

Thee exceptions are the vertices v £ \ with ;rv = 0 or yv = 0. and for those 

EE 4 + y " - 4 - ^ < 2 |Uv.y , ) | + 3 < 2v /2|U, . i / , ) | + 3 (8.62) 
«e.V((.'j,j(.i'„.(/u)) >:(.r r . j / ( . ) | 

Hence,, for any C > 2\/2C. we can find an /? > 0 such that for all r 6 I" with 
| ( . r , . j , , . ) |>i?. ' ' 

E E 
u£.\(v).\U*.yu£.\(v).\U*.yuu)\>)\>  (xv.y,.)\ 

ÓÓQQ(L'U} (L'U} 
u&klvb u&klvb c c 

{.rl{.rl  + Vi 
(8.63) ) 

Furthermore,, for any C" > C'. we can find r0 > \og(Rf2 — 1) such that for any 
rr > r0. 

E E 
rtteArr rtteArr 

1 1 

oo{f»; ; 
1 I 4 ( ^ ^ 

<< £ 
L'ueE.jU'f.i/i-}} <v /f f ' +1 

óo(ni] óo(ni] 
- 11 A J r l (8.64) ) 
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<< E 
nie£. | (T, . . . i / , ) |<W W 

<< E 
!'ii€J?.|(.r ( . ,j/,)l<* * 

<< E 
i'«€£'.|(;rr,j/l.)|<fi i 

<< E 

ff i 
^o( fu) ) 

(( 1 
^o(i 'ü) ) 

ff 1 
l*o(i!«) ) 

// 1 
^ O ( H ' ) ) 

- I W ^ ) ) 

-iWrt ) ) 

-iW^) ) 

-lW(r3) ) 

C' ' 

/•• C" 
++ * —; - (8.66) /D(Ü. / Ï ,^+I)) (.r2+j/2) 

++ 2C"7r(log(v/fM:ï)-log(^)) (8.67) 

++ C"jrr+l-2C"7rlog(i?) (8.68) 

wheree £>(0.i?,er + 1) - {(i.y)eJR2 | /?< |(.r. !/)| < VeTTÏ). For C<1 / ( 2 V
/ 2TT) . 

wee can select. C' and C" such that C"<1, and hence such that equation (8.58) is 
satisfiedd and the random walk is shown to be recurrent. 

D D 


